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A new approach to the asymptotic normality of the multivariate linear 
rank statistics is provided along with the Berry-Es&en and the Prohorov 
distance estimates for the remainder term in the convergence to normality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let XNi = (X(‘.) N, )...) A$$)‘, i = l)...) N, be a sequence of independent 
p-variate (p 2 1) random vectors having continuous cumulative dis- 
tribution functions (cdf) F,,,;, i= l,..., N, respectively. Consider the p x N 
random matrix X, corresponding to (X,, ,..., X,,), i.e., 
x, = (x;j,i= 1 _.. N 
Y  = i,..:,p 
(1.1) 
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and observe that each row of X, is composed of N independent univariate 
random variables. Let R$ be the rank of X$$ among X$1,..., X$$ for each 
v = l,..., p. Then, corresponding to the observation matrix X,, we have a 
rank collection matrix 
R, = (R!$9;= I ._. N %. . (1.2) 
Y  = l,...,p 
Consider now p sets of scores (a;)(i), 1 < i 6 N), v = l,..., p, generated by 
known functions 4”: (0, 1) + Iw in either of the following ways: 
i=l ,..., N; v = l,..., p (1.3) 
u(;Y)( i) = I@,( U$)) 3 i= 1 ,..., N; v = l,..., p, (1.4) 
where U!$ is the ith-order statistic in a random sample of size N from the 
uniform distribution over (0, 1). Consider now the simple linear rank vec- 
tor S,,, corresponding to X, (or RN) and #= (4i,..., #,,), i.e., 
s, = (Sf.j’,..., sy ), 
S;)= i C&!&‘(R#), 
(1.5) 
l<v<p, 
i=l 
where (Cc,!, 1 <id N), 1 d v < p, are p sets of known (regression) con- 
stants. 
In Section 3 we obtain estimates for the order of normal approximation 
for S, when each 4” has a bounded second derivative. The Berry-Esseen- 
type theorem is of order N-i’2(log N)2, and the estimate of the Prohorov 
distance has order N-‘/8p”4 + p”2N-1’2(log N)‘. Using the approximation 
method in Denker and Riisler [5] (restated in Section 2 among other 
things) we also establish as a corollary the asymptotic normality of S, in 
Section 3. For a different approach to our results on asymptotic normality, 
see Hajek [6] and Puri and Sen [ 121. In Section 4 we derive estimates for 
the order of normal approximation for S, for a more general score 
generating function. In particular, if each 4, has a locally Hiilder-con- 
tinuous derivative and if 4: is bounded by some function 
t-+(t(l-t))- 3’2 + )I, then the approximation is still of order N-” for some 
specified 3, > 0, both in the Prohorov distance and the Berry-Es&en type. 
This constitutes the extensions as well as generalizations of the results of 
JureEkova and Puri [lo], Bergstrom and Puri Cl], and HugkovP [9], 
where the problems are treated in the univariate setups. The multivariate 
extensions in the generality of our paper do not appear to exist in the 
literature so far. (For a rather special multivariate case, the reader is 
referred to HuSkova [8].) 
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2. SOME APPROXIMATE LEMMAS 
In this section we shall give the basic lemmas of an approximation 
method in the univariate case, which later will be applied coordinatewise 
to s,. 
Let us denote by p the measure on (0, 1) given by its density function 
(t(1 - t))-“2 with respect to the Lebesgue measure and throughout this 
paper we consider functions +4 given by 
d(z) = j;,* dv*. (2.1) 
(In the multivariate case each d,, v = l,..., p, will have this form.) v* is a 
signed measure on (0, 1) with finite total variation norm 11 IIT on every 
compact set in (0, 1). In order to make (2.1) precise, we use the convention 
jubdv*=jI,,,h,dv* for a6h 
and 
j 
h 
dv* = - Zch.u, 
s 
dv* for b <a, 
u 
where Z denotes the indicator function. Note that &t+ ) = 0 is no restric- 
tion. Let v* = v, - v2 be the Jordan-Hahn decomposition of v* into its 
positive and negative parts. Then we can write 4 = 4’ - $*, where #(z) = 
f;,* dvi, i = 1, 2. T . his representation of 4 by monotone functions is unique. 
The norm of ~5 is defined by 
(2.2) 
Denote by % the set of all functions 4 with finite norm and by Y the set of 
all functions 4 with finite norm for which the corresponding v* is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Clearly, 9 c SF 
and Y is the II jl-closure of C,-functions with bounded second derivative. 
Moreover, we shall need for 4 E SF 
/ (t(l -t))“* WI (t)< 11411 <j (t(l -N”* 44 (21, (2.3) 
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where dl& denotes the total variation measure associated with dqi (Here 
and in the following a4b means a < yb for some constant y.) 
I 4*(t) dt< 11411* 
,f’In) qqt)(t(l -t))i’2=0. 
, 5 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.3~(2.5) can be found in Denker and Riisler [S, Proposition 11. 
We shall keep the notations of Section 1 but omit the upper index v for 
simplicity. In addition, define 
H,=; ,f FM, G,= 2 CNiFNi 
,=l r=l 
G, = 2 CNiPNi, 
i= I 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where pNi is the empirical measure defined by XNi, i = l,..., N. For a 
function 61 and for scores a,(i) satisfying (1.3), the statistic S, = S,(#) can 
be written as 
We shall make the following assumption throughout this paper: 
max IQ!,! <N-’ 7 l<V<<. (2.8) 
lQi<N 
It follows immediately that IGN(x)l <H,,,(X), lGN(x)l *A,(x) and in the 
total variation norm one has also IIGNIIT611HNIIT and JIGNIIT411fiNIIT. 
Also it is easily verified that 
-%,kf&v(x) - fMx)))* 
= N-’ : E&(x) - FJx))* < HN(x)( 1 - HN(x)) 
i= I 
and 
Q”%&(x) - G,(x)))*~~~,/%&(x) - H,v(x)))*. 
The following two lemmas are contained in Proposition 2 of Denker and 
Rosier [S] and are restated here for completeness. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For every q5 E X we have 
(2.9) 
dHdf))-4 (& fMI))) dG,(r)l G CIIQII. (2.10) 
Note that the constant C does not depend on 4. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a constant C such that for any q5 E 2, 
If 4 E ‘3, let g denote the function defined by g(s) = j: &(HN( t)) dG,( t) if 
qY is integrable. Then define 
+ fi la &H,v(t)) 46v - G,v)(f). (2.11) 
- co 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a constant C, such that for every 4~ 9 with 
integrable derivative, 
W’,(4N2~ Wl12. (2.12) 
Proof. It is easy to see that the variance of the second summand in 
(2.11) is bounded by C 11411 2. Hence we consider the first summand: 
E fi jrn g(s) d(& - H,vN) 2 - 32 
=$ ,$ [Ia &(H,df)) dG,(t) fsm Q’(Hdr)) dG,(r) dF&) 
r=l s 
- 
J-Sm d’(H.dt)) dG,dt) dF,i(s) Ifcv d’(HN(r)) dG,(r) dF,w(u) 
s u 
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FNi(f)(l - FN;(~)) d’(H~(t)) ti'tHNtr)) dG,(t) dG,(r) 
% 1 @Ntt)tl - ( 
2 
HN(t)) Iti’(HN(f))l dHN(t) 
Remark. The statistic TN(d) can be written in a different form as 
follows: Let 
A~i(xI=$ ,f tcNj- cNi) I* (I{.,<,) -FNi(l)) d’(ffN(t)) dFNj(t). (2.13) 
,=l -cc 
Then 
$1: 
cc 
g(S) d(pN;-FNi)(S) + cNi jrn b(HN(t)) dpN;-FNi)(t) 
-cc 
;rrn d'tHNtf)) f CN@N~@) =- 
XIV, j= 1 
la = -- 
5 s N -cc s 
t(HN(f)) 2 c,j dF,,(t) dF,h) 
j=l 
Consequently 
TN(~) = JN f, ANi(XNi), 
i=l 
683/17/2-4 
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and by Lemma 2.3 and the density of C,-functions with bounded 
derivatives, we obtain (2.12) for arbitrary 4 ~99 (not necessarily with 
integrable derivative). In particular (2.12) implies the continuity of the 
variances of T,(4), and in the next section the continuity of the covariance 
matrices of the vector ( TN(4”))” = 1 ,.._, P. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let g’ be a square integrable function with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure, where r is a positive integer. Then for every m E N there 
exists a constant c independent of r such that 
Qcrr4rm f NP2mr+‘l g2’(t)(t(l -t))‘dt 
I=0 
(2.14) 
and 
d(&v(O - G,(O) 
< crr4rN-2r 
s 
g”(t) dt. (2.15) 
Proof. Omitting the index N in XNi and FNi, first note that 
E(fiN(t)-HN(t))2m’= f ‘.. ; 
2mr 
N-‘“‘E I-I (1,x,,,,, -CjN 
i, = 1 i2m, = 1 j= I 
=, ! ,  ,<i,<C<i,<NN-2mr a;2 E 
J = l....,i 
xa, = 2mr 
x E fl (l~,,,.,l-&~(0)“k 
k=l 
x 12mr - 2/j,- 2mr 
k=l 
< crr4mr z Np2”‘+‘(HN(t)(l - HN(t)))‘. 
I= 1 
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Furthermore, applying the last estimate for each Xi fixed by taking expec- 
tation with respect to all Xi (j# i) first, we obtain 
( ) 
2r 
E j g(ff,(t)) Ifi&) - Hdf)l”’ dfidd 
2r 
=E 
( 
C N-ldHN(Xi)) IAdxi) - HN(Xi)lm 
I<i<N ) 
d c~N-“-~ ; ,$ Eg2’(HN(Xi)) +; ,f 
1=1 ,=I 
x E crr4’?” f g2’(HN(Xj))[H,,,(Xi)(l - HJX;)) + O(N-‘)]‘N-*“‘+’ 
I=1 
4crr4mr f Ne2”‘+‘/ g*‘(t)(t(l -t))‘df. 
/=O 
This proves (2.14). 
To prove (2.15), we proceed as follows: omitting the index N as before, 
let 
- g(Hdt)) Z{x,<r) 
f 
dFi(tJ + J” gtHNtt)) Fj(t) dFi(t), 
Then 
E(, gW,(I)(& ) %vP) - H,v(t) 4&(t) - Gdf)) ” 
If l<i , , ,..., i,, < N, and if one of the indices i, is different from all the 
others, then it is easy to check that 
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Consequently, 
E 2 2 uci,j, 
2r 
~N-4’~El%ri.. Ucj4,m,.J, 
i,j= 1 
where the summation extends over all choices of i I,...r iG not satisfying the 
above condition. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and a simple com- 
binatorial argument as before, and observing that E 1 lIti,+). . . U,,_ ,.is,jl G 
c’ j g”(t) dr, we obtain 
E 2r 6crNp2’r4’ s g2’( t) dt. 
The proof follows. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF S, 
Consider a function 4 = (4, ,..., 4,) such that 4, E Y, v = l,..., p. Applying 
(2.13) to each coordinate, we can define A$ and write PN(4) as 
Tg’(q5) = fi i A~i’(A’&‘), v = I,..., p. 
i= I 
Let us denote by V= V,(4) the covariance matrix of T,= (F!)(d),..., 
T$$)(qi)). Then, by the remark after Lemma 2.3, we have 
II v/I 4 11~11’ := ,Fyx, llhl12. . . 
Since T,(4) is linear in #E 9, it follows (using the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality) that for 4, $ E 9, 
IIVdd)- ~N(~)Il~MI + ll4vl)ll~-~ll. (3.1) 
The matrix V= VN(d), 4 E ‘9, is symmetric and positive definite. Denote by 
JV( V) the distribution function of the RP-valued centered Gaussian 
measure defined by V. It is then straightforward to see that for 4, ij E 9, 
I~(V,(~))(C)-~(VN(~))(C)l ~n-pllVN(4)- ~d$)ll” 
ww411 + II+II I 114 - twip, (3.2) 
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where A denotes the smallest eigenvalue of V,,,(4). Indeed for two normal 
distributions P and Q with covariance matrices A and B, we have 
P(C)-Q(C)1 =(&)“’ l~c(-$g=pv(-i$‘Aplx) 
-k exp (-k x’B-lx)) dxi 
6 ($’ /I,,& (&jexp (4 fA-‘,) 
6 fi Il-a,l=det(/i-Z)~i-PIIA-BllP, 
i= 1 
where 0 is a matrix with 
A = OB’/2A - ‘B’i20 - 1= 
Denote by QN(q4) the distribution of the centered statistic S,,,(d), where 
and where Hj;“) and G$) are defined as in (2.7). We first obtain an estimate 
for the remainder in the normal approximation to QN(d) where 4 has a 
bounded second derivative. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the scores aj;‘)(i) (1 <v < p) be defined by (1.3) for 
functions q5y which have a bounded, continuous second derivative. Assume that 
the regression constants C$j (1 <v 6 p) satisfy (2.8). Then there exists a 
universal constant C(p), independent of N, 4, and Cc/, such that 
SUP lQ,vN(d)b) - ,r/-(v.d4)Nx)l XERP 
< c(p) ;1-3’2p3N-1’2 + C(p) N-1’2(log N)2 ( ~~qS”~~2,/~)L”~N”’ +2LogN), (3.3) 
where 116’11, =maxl.,., ess sup Iq5:‘I, 1 is the smallest eigenvalue of VN(4), 
andp3=(1/N)CiN_1EIIN(Aj;lj(~~i)~~v$p)l13. 
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Remark. If the X,,,i have identical distributions, the approximation (3.3) 
is of order N-“2 +’ for any E > 0. 
Proof. We write 
and calculate (using Lemma 2.4) with q > 1, 
E Nfl 
(-1 
; @‘(H”)(t)) ri’v’(t) dG(v’(r))24 ” N N N 
m 
where 0(. ) arises from the Taylor expansion. First, an application of 
Corollary 17.2 (page 165) of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rae [2] yields 
sup IP(T$‘(d)<x,(l <v <p))-Jy^(l/,(d))(x)l <C(p) IZ-3’2p3N--‘2. 
.xew 
Since 
Sj3”‘(4) -1 t,b,(H;)(t)) dG$)(t) 
<N-411qY’ll~ q4”cy, 
(3.3) follows from the Markov inequality with q = log N. The proof follows. 
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Denote by ( a, . ) the usual inner product on Rp and by [xl* = C;= 1 x5 
the Euclidean norm on Rp. The Prohorov distance I7(F, G) of two 
probability distributions F and G on Rp is defined by 
Z7(F, G) = inf(s > 0 (F(A) < G(A”) + E for all measurable A >, 
where A”= {xEiRPlinf,..Jx-yl <a}. 
(3.4) 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, there exists some 
universal constant C (independent of p, N, 4, and Cc/) such that 
m2‘&% J-(~-*w4))) 
<CL, + CN-*‘*(log N)’ /I”*( 11#“11 m o-l)‘- 1’(1+2’ogN), (3.5) 
where 
L,= f Ii”=, El(e,, fl(~$~(Xlf,‘)),,,sp)13 
v=l (We,, TN(#)>2)3/2 ’ 
where &,,(#) denotes the distribution of o’s,(#), o* is the largest eigen- 
value of V,(d), and e, are the eigenvectors of o-‘V,(4). 
Furthermore, we have 
l7(Q,.&), A’-( I’,(#))) ,< Cp1’4p;‘4N-“8( llog P~N-“~) 1’2 + (log p)“*) 
+ Q,l/*N- ‘/*(log N)* ~~~“~~ k- l/(2+ bN), (3.6) 
where p, is defined in Theorem 3.1. 
Remark. If all XNi are identically distributed, then L, is of order N-l/*. 
Proof. The proof is carried out as in Theorem 3.1. To prove (3.5), one 
can use the theorem on page 9 of Yurinskii [14] and for (3.6) the result 
follows from Theorem 1 (page 236) of Yurinskii [15] (along with the fact 
that P( Y E C) d P(ZE C’) + P( I/ Y - Z/J 2 E) for two random vectors Y and 
Z to estimate the Prohorov distance of their distributions). 
We continue this section proving asymptotic normality for S,,,. This will 
be done using the results of Section 2 and the fact that functions with 
bounded second derivative are dense in 3. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let the scores a’,“)(i) (1~ v < p) be defined by (1.3) with 
respect to functions 4, E 59, and assume that the C$j (1 < v < p) satisfy (2.8). 
Then, for every vector 1 E Rp, 
n’$&b)(n’v,((h) 1)-l’* (3.7) 
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has asymptotically (as N --f co) the M(O, 1) distribution, provided lim inf 
l’V,(($) A> 0. 
Proof By Theorem 3.2, for d,~+? with bounded second derivative, 
(3.7) converges to the standard normal distribution. 
Now let 4, E Y (16 v < p) be arbitrary. Let I++” E Y have a bounded con- 
tinuous second derivative (1 6 v < p). Then, by Lemma 2.2 (applied for 
each v = l,..., p) we have, uniformly in N, 
~11~,(~)-~,(~)112~11~-~112 
and therefore 
~Il~‘~,~~-~~l12~II~-~l12. 
Since V,(4) is a continuous function on 99 (cf. (3.1)), and since every by E Y 
can be approximated arbitrarily well by C,-functions with bounded second 
derivative, the theorem follows immediately. 
We next give a corollary which extends these results to the case when the 
scores are generated according to (1.4). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let I$~ E $9 be the inverse of a distribution function and 
assume that the scores at)(i) are defined by (1.4) with respect to q5” 
(1 Q v d p). If also (2.8) is satisfied, then the statistic 
1’ ,,h j- #,(I$‘( t)) dGk’( t) @‘V,(4) l)-“2 (3.8) 
has asymptotically the N(0, 1) distribution, provided lim inf A’V,(qS) A > 0. 
Proof. Note that S, and S,(d) are different, but it suffices to show that 
,/% (S, - S,(qS))(A’V,(~) A)-l12 + 0 in probability. 
Define qSN,v(t)=CFz;l (ati)(a$J)(i- l)), a(NY)(O)=O, O< t< 1, 
v = l,..., p, where [cr] denotes the largest integer not exceeding a. It is easy 
to check that 
dG;‘( t) = Sj,?(q5, ,). . 
The proof of Corollary 3.4 will be accomplished if we prove the following: 
0) lim 4N,v(f) = d,(t) 
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We shall only prove (ii) since the proof of (i) can be found on pages 
408409 of Puri and Sen [ 131. By inequality (2.8), we have 
By Puri and Sen [ 13, pp. 4094111, this last term tends to zero. The proof 
follows. 
A consequence of Corollary 3.4 is that in many cases of practical interest 
(such as the normal scores), asymptotic normality holds with the same cen- 
tering sequence, whether the scores are given by (1.3) or (1.4). Thus 
Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 serve to unify the results of Hajek [6] and 
Hoeffding [7], and also to some extent simplify the results of the latter 
paper. 
4. REMAINDER TERM OF S, 
In this section we extend the estimate in Theorem 3.1 for the remainder 
in the normal approximation of S,(4) to more general 4, E Y (u = l,..., p). 
We keep the notations of the first three sections. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 4” E Y (v = l,..., p) be C,-functions satisfying 
max(I@“(t)l, I@(t)l)<d-‘(t(1 -t))-3’2+fl (4.1) 
for some q, A > 0. Assume that the scores aj;l)(i) are given by (1.3) with 
respect to 4, and let (2.8) be satisfied. Then, for every E > 0, there exists a 
constant C= C(p, E, q) (independent of N, +4 and Cgj) such that 
sup lQiv(4)(x) - J”( VN(ti))(X)I 
XEIWP 
< Cl-3’2p3N--1/2 + C(p/Nl A2)“3 N”. (4.2) 
Prooj Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and using Taylor’s 
expansion, we obtain 
s$J’(d,) = F;‘(&) + fi jm -al W-f$)(t)) (& &‘(t) -H$l(t)) 
JrNa x d(&) - G$))(t) -N+l j- &,(Hl;l)(t)) &j(t) dG$$)(t) 
Cc 
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x d&‘(t). 
By Lemma 2.4 (omitting the index v) 
fi j”, #‘(Hdf)) (& 
2 
&tf) - HN(f) &%v - G~)tf) 
<N-l j' d"(t) dt<<A-2N-1 j1 ~~(1 -t))-I+2~dt<A-2N-‘. 
0 
Also it follows immediately that 
&tH,df)) &r(t) dG,(t) 24 N-IA -2. 
Let a=H;‘(l/N) and b=H,‘(l- l/N). Then 
E (fi jb (j;;;:‘ l)‘AN(‘) (& I?,(t) - 3) f’(s) dx) d&(~))~ 
0 N 
xsup (x(1 -x))-1’2+~d&,&) 
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with 
A = HN(l), & 
[ 
fiN@) u I[ & fiNOh HN(f) 1 . 
(The supremum is taken either at HN(t) or at (N/(N+ 1)) Z?,(t). Let 
p-l + q-l = 1 and p > 2 sufficiently large.) 
4A-‘NE b 
[(i 1 
2/P 
~ &B,(t)-H,(t) 2p(HN(t)(l -HN(f)))-p’2+pq 
X 
+ A-2NE 
(-1/2+rl)Y 
@N(t) dJ?dt) 
f N-++,,- 
llPN2 - 214 
(qj -t))(W2+V)2P+Qt 
I=0 N-1 
+A-I,?,, 2 N-~~+,,-’ I/P (t(1 - t))-‘,+‘dt 
I=0 N-1 
On the other hand, if HN(t) d l/N or HN(t) 3 I- l/N, then 
1 
2 
~(H~(t)(l-H~(t)))-~‘~+“d&,(t) 
4d-2N($o N-2+‘jl;-‘(t(1 -f))-1+2n+‘d() 
GA -2N(N-2 + N-‘N-‘)<A -2jj-‘. 
(4.2) follows the same way as the proof of (3.3). 
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COROLLARY 4.2. There exist constants C, and for every E > 0 C(E, n), 
such that under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, one has 
mz&), Jw-*um < CL,+ CC-5 ‘l)(P/N~2A2)“3N” (4.3) 
and 
WQN(4)r J’-(V,(4)))< Cp1’4p:‘4N-1’8(110g ,o,N-“*\“* + (log P)“~) 
+ C(E, q)(p/fvd2)“3N”. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I#I E Y have a continuous derivative I$’ satisfying 
Ifj’(t)l < C,(t(l- t))-3’2+rl 
for some v] >O and some constant C, > 0. Define a C,-function g = g, 
(A > 0) by its second derivative and g;(f) = b’(i), gd(4) = r$(+), 
g,,(t) = 4’(t) - #‘(t - A 1 
A A 
if 12; 
Then 
and 
=4’(t) - 4’(t + A) 
A 
if t-c+. 
iigA-h\ --+O as A+0 
Igi( 6 C, A-‘(t(1 - t))-3’2+“. 
Moreover, if 4’ is locally Hiilder-continuous with exponent y, i.e., I@(t) - 
~‘(s)l~It-slYmax(l~‘(t)l, Id’(s)l), then Ilgd-41/~A~. 
Proof Without less of generality d’(f) = 0 = 4(i). Let t 2 t. Then 
s;(t)= j:,2g~(~)ds=A-‘(~(f)-/(I-A)+d(:-A)-/(:)). 
If t ~4, then g>(t)= A-‘(d(t)--q5(t + A)+&++ A)-4(j)). If 4’ is Hiilder- 
continuous with exponent y, then, by the Mean Value Theorem, for t 2 $, 
JC3 w(t) - m 
~ 4(t-A)-m 
(i A I I 
+ ~f(t)-4(t)-4(t-Ad) 
A 
J-j 
<N(t(l- t))-I+“, 
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and similarly if t < 4. It follows from (2.3) that 
I@- g/l <J ,/?=) w(t)- g’(t)1 dt44’. 
In general, if A 40, I&(t)- g’(t)1 +O and is bounded by 
t+(t(l-r))-3’2+q, since 
,gt(t), < 4(t)--(t--d) . 
A I I 
+ 4+4-&f) 
A 
= ld’(i)l + ld’(i’)l 6 C,(t(l - w3’2, 
where t-Agi<t,f-A<[‘,<;, and t3f+A; the other cases follow 
similarly. 
Hence ,,/m I@(t) - g’(t)1 + 0 for every t, and this sequence of 
functions is bounded by the integrable function t + (t( 1 - t))-’ +rl. Using 
(2.3) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain 114 - gll + 0 as 
A + 0. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3 we can use the results of Section 2 
(Lemma 2.2) together with (3.1), (3.2), and Theorem 4.1 to obtain 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 4, E Y be continuously dgferentiable with derivative 4; 
satisfying I&,(t)1 < C,(t(l - t)))3’2+)1 for some constants n, C,> 0 
(v = l,..., p). Let the scores be defined by (1.3) and the regression constants 
satisfy (2.8). Then there exist universal constants C, C(p) (depending on C, 
and n) and for every E > 0 constants C(E, q) and C(p, E, n) such that 
< c(p) k3’2~3N-1’2 + c(p, E, tj)(NA A2)-1’3 N’: 
+c(P)(IId-gl12~-1)1’3? 
mzvk4~ Jw2Ug))) 
(4.6) 
6 cLN + c(E, q)(p/No* A2)1’3 N” + C(p 114 - gj)2/02)“3, (4.7) 
17(Qd4), J’-( v,(g))) 
< cp1’4p;‘4N-1’8((10g p)l” + IlOg p3N-“*1 “‘) + C(E, q)(p/NA2)1’3N” 
+ C(P II4 - gl12)1’3Y (4.8) 
where 02, p3, 1, and L, are defined as in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for g, where 
A > 0 and where g is the function defined in (4.5) by A. In particular, if & is 
locally Hiilder-continuous with exponent y, then we can choose A as some 
power of N and obtain in (4.6)-(4.8) a rate of convergence of order N-” for 
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some a > 0. In general, A can be chosen in such a way that the right-hand 
side tends to zero. 
Proof. Let A >O be given and let g be defined by (4.5). According to 
(3.2) the error we make when replacing M( V,(4)) by N( V,(g)) is of 
order 114 - gll p k-P + 114 - gl12p 1-P (for the estimate (4.6)). When passing 
from $)(d,) to $‘(g,), Lemma 2.2 shows that the error is of order 
/l-“3 I\$- g)12’3, resp. p’13 /b-- g/l*” or ~“~(0~’ ]I#- gll)2’3. (4.6), (4.7), and 
(4.8) follow now from Theorem 4.1 and its Corollary; the Hiilder- 
continuous case is already covered in Lemma 4.3. 
Remarks. 1. In case ~>1/6 we have Ig’(t)l”~A-‘(t(l-t)-‘+“) (for 
some 6 >O), and therefore we can replace p3 by Ap3 in the last theorem. 
Similarly L, may be replaced by N- ‘I3 A - 3 Concerning the Prohorov dis- .
tance of N( V,(d)) and JV( VN( g)), it is easy to check (using the Euclidean 
norm) that WY K&N; x(vdg)))G 11~~2(4)- G!2(g)l12/3 or 
ww4- glip) by (3.2). 
2. From the expressions for V,,,, :=Cov(T$‘(d,), Tc”(#,,)) (1 <v, 
v’ < p), it is clear that the smallest eigenvalue ;1 of VN(#) is extremely hard 
to compute. However, if the components X$! of the vectors X,i satisfy the 
condition of “weak dependence” in the sense of V;” - &+ ,,,, I V,.,..I > 0 
(v = l,..., p) the classical Grischgorin Theorem (cf. Dahlquist and Bjiirek 
[4]), permits us to replace ,l by a much simpler expression, assuming 
(without loss of generality) that I>O. If one is prepared to work 
numerically, much better estimates for j& can be obtained (op. cit. Dahi- 
quist and Bjiirek [4]). 
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